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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Fifteen years ago, in a world very different
from your own, a child of prophecy was born. Stolen from the safety of his mother s arms this future
King of Giervalk was taken to another world, the world of mankind. Gabriel, the child of prophecy,
grows up knowing he is adopted but could never imagine that his birth parents are from another
world. Just prior to Gabriel s sixteenth birthday, Rayla, a witch from Giervalk, opens a portal
between the two worlds. It is through her that Gabriel learns that he is the key to ending a war that
has plagued Giervalk for generations, but Gabriel is uncertain about this new responsibility. He
wants to learn to drive a car, take that cute redhead to Prom, and make MVP on his baseball team;
not fight a dark force that has invaded a world he has never seen. While Gabriel attempts to accept
and blend his two identities, the dark forces of Giervalk press closer and Gabriel can no longer
ignore his calling. He must fight back and protect...
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ReviewsReviews

This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Keanu Johns-- Keanu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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